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Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare: Can Regulation Catch Up with Innovation?

Alaap B. Shah*

The healthcare industry continues to grapple with legal and ethical questions about how to responsibly develop, implement, and use artificial intelligence (“AI”). These uncertainties arise in part because there are few laws or regulations that directly address AI technology in general or its application to healthcare specifically. The author of this article explains the issues and risks surrounding the use of AI in healthcare and notes that until regulatory clarity emerges, the healthcare industry will be left to manage risks by creatively applying existing laws and regulations to AI paradigms.

Leveraging artificial intelligence (“AI”) in healthcare is very promising, and has already produced some astounding results in areas such as in radiological imaging. Yet the healthcare industry continues to wrangle with legal and ethical questions about how to responsibly develop, implement, and use such technologies. These uncertainties arise in part because there are few laws or regulations that directly address AI technology in general or its application to healthcare specifically. While the lack of clear boundaries arguably creates a “greenfield” environment for innovation, risks borne by AI in healthcare should be considered for regulation (either ex ante or ex post). Until regulatory clarity emerges, the healthcare industry will be left to manage these risks by creatively applying existing laws and regulations to AI paradigms.

Regulating AI Remains Complex

Effective regulation of AI remains challenging due to several unique aspects of these technologies and their applications to healthcare. First, AI innovation is affecting a number of diverse segments of healthcare that face different regulatory risks. Innovators are looking to lend AI to areas such as clinical decision support, utilization review, reimbursement and payment, and research, among many others. This makes it difficult to establish...
a one-size-fits-all regulatory framework. Second, even within a specific segment of the industry, AI solutions are being created for an array of different purposes, which further frustrates creating a unified approach to regulation. Third, even if the absence of this variability, the definition of AI remains debated among experts and regulators. Without a common understanding about the attributes of these technologies that create risk, stakeholders will have difficulty determining what aspects of AI warrant regulation. Finally, many AI technologies are developed and operate as “black boxes” with opaque processes, often with the capacity to engage in unforeseeable actions. Without a robust understanding of how these technologies function, regulators will have difficulty developing guardrails for responsible development and use of AI.

**Ethical Dimensions for Managing AI Risks**

Any effective risk management approach for AI must consider a variety of aspects of such technologies in the context of ethical principles. Chief among these ethical principles are transparency of algorithms and architecture, reliability and fairness of inputs and outputs, accountability features, and safeguards around privacy, security, and safety. Many stakeholders assert that trust in AI solutions may only be achieved if such systems are measurably reliable, transparent, explainable, and able to achieve repeatable results (a combination of features referred to as “interpretability”). Further, the interpretability of AI should be designed in a manner to allow for translation of the algorithm’s “reasoning” in terms that are meaningful for the human end-users (beyond the technologist that created the AI).

**Privacy and Data Security Risks Associated with AI**

As with many technologies employed in healthcare, throughput of high-quality, high-volume patient data is central to proper functioning. This requirement creates risk to patient privacy, and AI is no exception. AI depends heavily on the collection, transmission, and analysis of large volumes of identifiable patient data that flows through these solutions. It is also important to note that privacy
and security risks arise throughout the AI product life cycle from development to implementation through until end-of-life. Thus, to effectively manage these risks, privacy and security features must be baked in to AI solutions by design from the outset.

Privacy and data security risks first arise when developers seek access to large patient data sets to test and train AI technologies. This requires adequate data rights and compliant data sharing mechanisms to support sharing and use of patient data for development purposes. Even if adequate compliance and data sharing rights exist, data security must also be considered when collecting, storing, and processing of large quantities of patient data. Once implemented, entities should undertake privacy and security risk assessments and mitigation activities to manage ongoing risks associated with patient data flowing through AI solutions.

Risks may also arise if AI solutions process data in unintended ways. An interesting attribute of AI is that deep learning in neural networks sometimes leads to unanticipated or undesirable behaviors of the AI. As such, it is conceivable that an AI algorithm trained to do one thing with patient data may conduct other activities with such data. Finally, even when an AI technology is decommissioned, patient data stored within the AI solution must still be securely removed.

**Safety Risks Associated with AI**

Another risk generated by AI in healthcare relates to patient safety. To the extent clinicians rely on AI, such as clinical decision support algorithms, to render medical advice, malpractice risk may be borne. These types of risks may arise due to the quality of data used to train the AI, the quality of the data inputs, the reliability of outputs, and the ability to audit the algorithms rationale. Clearly, AI-supported clinical decision-making will require several layers of iterative vetting to effectively manage risk to patients.

Patient harm may also arise even when a clinician is not making any clinical judgment. For example, implantable or wearable devices that are vulnerable to cybersecurity compromise could impact patient safety. Such compromise through unauthorized access could result in tampering with data integrity or device functionality resulting in patient harm. Likewise, AI solutions that operate independent from human intervention could pose patient safety...
risks to the extent these fully automated technologies do not function with adequate levels of accuracy, precision, and accountability.

**Bias and Fairness Risks Associated with AI**

AI also poses risks related to patient discrimination as well as fraud and abuse arising from unreliability, inaccuracy, or bias associated with outputs. For example, improper AI training could result in output bias that causes discriminatory coverage or treatment determinations or access to healthcare. Similarly, improper training or output inaccuracies related to AI-facilitated billing and payment functions could create fraud and abuse compliance risk. Use of AI without properly training algorithms with high-quality data and implementing mechanisms to verify accuracy and precision of outputs over time could pose significant risk associated with bias in outputs.

**The Debate About AI Regulation Continues**

While a robust AI regulatory approach remains elusive, there is emerging consensus on a few aspects of AI regulation. First, any useful regulatory scheme should foster generation and maintenance of trust in AI technology. Second, any regulation should address foreseeable risks without stifling innovation. Accordingly, regulators should aim to strike the right balance between regulating development and use from a premarket and post-market perspective. Third, given the variability in AI technologies and their applications within healthcare, a sliding scale approach to regulation is likely the more appropriate approach. This will allow the industry and public to learn about the benefits and how to better manage risks over time.

**Closing Thoughts and Next Steps**

Innovation in AI is clearly outpacing the law. Unlike many other areas of law, where clear legal and regulatory schemes exist, AI technologies are being developed and adopted without many concrete guardrails. Yet, as with any new, disruptive technologies, successful adoption of such technologies depends on trust.
Unfortunately, humans generally have difficulty establishing trust with things we cannot sufficiently control, effectively manage risk around, or adequately comprehend. As such, humans continue to have “trust issues” given the nature of AI. So what are we to do?

In the immediate term, navigating these issues without direct legal or regulatory schemes will require addressing risk by evaluating AI tools based on policy and ethical principles such as reliability, safety, transparency, accountability, and fairness. In the intermediate term, early adopters of AI will be left to allocate risk through insurance and contracts with developers, partners, and third parties leveraging AI technology. In the longer term, expect to see government regulators increasingly make efforts to evaluate AI risk and generate new regulatory approaches to manage AI risks.
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